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Dr. Venu Julapalli
Health 3.0: Be the hero of your own
medical journey
Greetings!
According to Dr. Venu Julapalli, gastroenterologist and favorite among BRI speakers,
healthcare is undergoing transitions and evolutions, just like many other areas of life.
From Health 1.0 to Health 2.0 and now into Health 3.0, Dr. Julapalli describes each healthcare
phase, and how doctors can take the best attributes of each phase and move it forward into
Health 3.0--the best of all worlds.

Be the hero of your own
medical journey!
Dr. Julapalli stresses that there is a unique
synergy between unique, individual medical
practices and styles, that can be successfully
combined with modern technology and systems
to create a truly powerful healthcare model that
sustains, supports, and empowers the patientdoctor relationship.

Dr. Julapalli has also written extensively on Health 3.0. To read more, there are several
articles on Medium.com.
LISTEN TO THE PODCAST

Support

Next Generation Medicine
with a generous donation.
Did you know that BRI is the only non-profit
organization in America that works primarily with medand pre-med students on free market healthcare
policy?
Next Generation Medicine was produced by BRI
interns. It is a podcast by med students for med
students, educating and enlightening them about free
market healthcare.
Did you also know that medical students overwhelmingly do not receive free market
healthcare policy instruction in their schools? Without a variety of channels to funnel
information to them, most will graduate with a nasty surprise in store: the inability to practice
medicine in freedom.

Help keep BRI's podcast project going today with a generous donation.

Join or Donate Today!
Nigeria to PA: One BRI med student's experience
Chidimma O. Ezeilo, a BRI chapter
member and final year medical student at
University College Hospital in Ibadan,
Nigeria shared with us her 4-week clinical
experience at Penn-State Medical Center in
Hershey, PA. BRI is proud of our
international chapter students and their
determination not only to be excellent
doctors, but to share what they learn
wherever they study and bring it back to the
betterment of their own country's
healthcare system.
Chidimma, 3rd from left with Penn-State Medical Read More
Center team
Thank you for your partnership,
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